Publication Proposal

Author Details
Name:

Affiliation:

Employment address:

Postal Address:

Telephone:

E-mail:

Website (if applicable):
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Proposed Publication
(Includes the literature, history, philosophy, religion, art and archaeology of antiquity.)

Working Title:

Concise summary: (A few sentences summarising the proposed publication. Why is this
book necessary?)

Purposes and scope: (A more detailed outline of the proposed publication. Major
themes, distinctive features.)

Contents list and chapters outline: (Please attach, and where applicable include
any contributors and their affiliations. At least 300 words on each chapter, please. Concisely
highlight key concepts, ideas, arguments and conclusions. If you have a completed or welladvanced manuscript we may request sample chapters.)

Please attach
Is your book based on a course and if a textbook please provide
details of the related curricula, course titles and level.
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Market Considerations
Why do you think your publication differs from others in the
discipline?

How do you think your academic colleagues will receive your
publication?

Who might read your book?
Academic practitioners and professionals specialising in your
Classical Civilisation discipline
Scholars and/or professionals in Classical Civilisation
disciplines other than yours
Undergraduates for course work or referencing
Graduate students
Other students

Are there any publications you consider somewhat similar to your
publication? (If so, please provide details of their strengths and weakness.)
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Length and content
What is your projected word length? (Including contents, acknowledgements,
references, and bibliography. If an edited collection, length of each essay?)

Does your publication contain illustrations, tables, graphs or
diagrams? (If so, what kind and how many?)

Do you intend to produce any adjuvant material or content? (These may
include website, publicly available media, or other associated materials.)

Publication Status
How many words have you written?
When do you expect to complete the manuscript?
Have you obtained permissions for any content requiring them?
Has this work currently or previously been considered by another
publisher? (If so, who, when and submission status)

Does any of the proposed work's material appear in any other
publication(s) (Such as journals, edited collections, online - if so, details please)?
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Do you have any future plans to publish any part of the proposed
book in another publication?

Author Profile
List of your recent publications (including forthcoming):

Brief education / employment history:
Please attach your CV
ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ

Thank you for considering Academic Printing and Publishing.
We will acknowledge receipt of you Publication Proposal and keep you informed
of its progress.
Please return by email to: proposals@academicprintingandpublishing.com
or post to:

Proposals
Academic Printing and Publishing
POB 7102 Berrima
NSW 2577
Australia
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